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The obscure yet important Australian lawyer and devotee of the Asatru faith, 
Alexander Rud Mills, played a very significant role in the twentieth century re-
development of the Asatru faith - a religion that follows the teachings of the traditional 
Teutonic pantheon of gods ( ie 6oinn, Tyr, I>6rr etc.)- in the southern-hemisphere, 
and perhaps even in the sparking of the modem revivalistic spiritual movement 
known as the 'New Age'. In fact, Mills is even credited by many folkloric and 
religious scholars as being the leading force behind early to mid twentieth-century 
attempts 'to revive Odinism' 2 in the southern-hemisphere- this claim being partially 
evidenced by his founding of the Odinist Society of Melbourne. Yet perhaps the 
most interesting feature of Mills' work is the way in which he blended Asatru elements 
with both the worship of the Christian god and right-wing politics to create his own 
unique blend of ariosophy3. Local attempts towards such a 're-birth' of a religion 
are obviously of great significance to the general study of religion in Australia, since 
a significant portion of the nation's population is descended from ancestral stock 
that once traditionally practised the Asatru faith, thus making such efforts highly 
significant culturally. What is more, the modern· practice and recognition of 
polytheistic religion is becoming a greater focus for western scholars of religion, as 
it becomes more widely recognised that, as now being constituted of so distinct 
individuals in a modem pluralistic society, humanity's diversities can no longer be 
defined and ruled by 'a single principle of being and by a univocal logic that will 
lead to Truth in the singular'4• Therefore modem developments in the practice of 
polytheistic religions such as the faith of Asatnl must be recognised as individual 
responses to 'our sense of diversity in modern culture, our sense of living in a 
pluralistic society' 5• Therefore, this paper proposes to explore, inter alia, Mills' major 
philosophies, and suggest some of the possible influences upon his thinking. 
After a short series of lesser publications, Mills published his seemingly anti-
Christian politico-religious manifesto, The Odinist Religion Overcoming Jewish 
Christianity, in 19336• In this work, Mills essentially claimed that: 'Christianity 
(the basis of our culture) has failed' 7 in its effort to mould a caring and cohesive 
society. He felt that 'Christianity seeks to substitute an Eastern outlook in place of 
our native outlook' 8, and that, by embracing it, modem Western society has embraced 
a dogma and symbolism that its people can not truly understand, or be at peace with. 
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Mills claimed that as 'Odinism ( ... was ) the outlook of the founders of ( ... the) 
British race' 9, and that it is, consequently, the only outlook that can be understood 
by the British citizens of the modern-day British Empire. He also felt that it is only 
through such religious understanding human beings can achieve true inner peace. 
Yet, and perhaps contradictorily, Mills only saw the Asatni gods as a symbolic 
representation of the divine, and believed that each racial group could approach the 
essence of divinity through their own religious systems, ultimately leading to the 
same divine centre10• 
What is more, Mills thought that 'differences of (human) race evidently exist 
for divine purpose or expression ( ... , just as ) in different degree, divisions and 
differences (exist ) in the animal and plant world (, yet that ) Christianity seeks to 
destroy race' 11 • This led Mills to feel that the Christian weltanshauung was not 
natural, and that it specifically attempted to break down the diversity and beauty of 
the natural world. Consequently, he preached that 'our own racial ideas and traditions 
(not those of others) are our best guide to health and national strength'~2, and that 
the Asatni faith should then be practised throughout Great Britain, Australia and 
New Zealand. This racialist theosophical standpoint is perhaps the cause of Mills 
being overlooked until recently, and many of his early critical readers quickly 
dismissed his work as nothing but an expression of the ideology of more prominent 
racialist theorists connected with the political rise of fascist Europe. 
Notably though, Mills' notion of the Asatni religion as being specifically 
relevant to the 'British race' is flawed, as technically there is no 'British race'. 
Additionally, the practice of the Asatni religion was, it would seem, universal amongst 
the Teutonic peoples, yet not amongst the Celts, who, along with Teutons, form 
what might be loosely described as the 'British race'. Therefore such a belief obviously 
overlooks the traditional· Celtic stock in both Great Britain, and even more in the 
nations settled by the British, such as Australia and New Zealand. Finally, many 
Australians and New Zealanders are either Kooris or Maoris, or of such stock, and 
therefore the collective worship of 6oinn in those states would surely not lead 
automatically to their spiritual enlightenment if we are to accept Mills' theories of 
ethnic based religion. 
However, these theories, when considered in unison with the general 
philosophical, political and theological essence of Mills' work, do reveal much about 
his mind. Loosely, when combined these elements suggest that Mills' ideology most 
likely belongs to the tradition of antiquarian ariosophists whose influence featured 
strongly in nineteenth and early twentieth century Europe13 • Perhaps the most 
influential of those thinkers was the Austrian, Guido von List (1848-1919). The 
latter was probably the first person to combine the ideology of the volkisch revival, 
with theosophy, right-wing politics and occultism. Von List quickly produced a large 
body of theosophical writings, and then founded the Guido von List Gesellschaft. 
Essentially, von List 
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was regarded by his readers and followers as a bearded old patriarch and a 
mystical naturalist guru whose clairvoyant gaze had lifted the glorious Aryan 
and Germanic past of Austria into full view from beneath the debris of foreign 
influences and Christian culture. 14 
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This summary of von List's achievements seemingly matches closely the goals 
that Mills sought to achieve for the benefit of the 'British race', and thus highlights 
the loose parallel between the two men's ideologies15 • The Guido von List Gesellschaft 
and like organisations continued von List's work after his death, prompting a slightly 
wider ariosophist movement, lead by people like Rudolf John Gorsleben and Rudolf 
von Sebottendorff16• 
In 1925, Rudolf John Gorsleben, who was already an active member of the 
Thule Gesellschaft, established the Edda Gesellschaft, an organisation with similar 
goals to those of Mills' Odinist Society of Melbourne. The Edda Gesellschaft was 
dedicated to: the research of Germanic proto-history; the worship of the Teutonic 
pantheon; and the production of the journal, Hag All All Hag17 • The under-current 
of the Edda Gesellschaft's work, and for that matter of the Odinist Society as well, 
was much the same as that of the Guido von List Gesellschaft, primarily due to the 
influence that von List's ideology had asserted upon Gorsleben's thinking. However, 
perhaps unlike Mills, Gorsleben's work quickly came to influence the wider and 
more scholarly strains of critical thought, through his widely employed yet earlier 
written volumes on the Edda18, and to a lesser extent, his Hoch-Zeit der Menschheit. 
Hoch-Zeit der Menschheit19 still attracts comments today, perhaps most recently by 
Markus Wolff, who suggested that the text: 
'presents an all encompassing Nordic world view, based on Gorsleben's often 
controversial interpretations of language, myth, and symbol, and draws together 
myriad correspondences that, while sometimes lacking in scientific validity, 
open up a startling panorama of Germanic history. His interpretations of the 
runes, like those of his· "Ariosophist" contemporaries, remain of interest'. 20 
Yet Mills' depiction of the Asatn1 faith is one that would seem to be heavily 
influenced by the dominant, Christianity-oriented 6oinic scholarship of the nineteenth 
and early twentieth centuries. Perhaps the most prominent of such scholars in the 
nineteenth century was the Norwegian, Peter Andreas Munch. In 1840, Munch had 
published his highly influential Norse Mythology: Legends of Gods and Heroes, a 
text originally published as a supplement to a pre-existing Norwegian school textbook 
on Scandinavian history. The text was widely publicised, and quickly proceeded 
through a series of print runs, to become available worldwide. In this text Munch 
argued persuasively yet inaccurately that the Teutonic deities were late inventions, 
believing that 6oinn was heavily influenced by Christian mythology, and a 
representation of Christ21• Comparably, Mills believed that 6oinn is 'that of the 
Great One ( ie God) which man can know' 22• Also creating a strong parallel to 
Christian cosmology was Mills' interpretation of Baldr, one of 6oinn's sons, 'as the 
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perfect man ' 23 • 
Such interpretations of Asatni cosmology also featured in the popular 
introductory texts of the time. Perhaps the most representative of these texts is the 
slightly later _published Tales of the Norse Gods and Heroes, by Barbara Leonie 
Picard. Picard's work contains two parts, the first dealing with the Teutonic pantheon, 
and typically for its time, placing much emphasis upon 6oinn's role in the shaping 
of Miogaror24• Picard's depiction of 60inn and his role in the shaping of Miogaror 
is in many ways one that conforms to typically Christianised schopfungsmythen. 
Consequently, this text is an introductory source which on some levels could be seen 
to co-exist with both Munch's and Mills' ideologies. Picard also displays 6oinn as 
all-controlling and demanding, qualities that scholars such as Einar Haugen and 
Sven Harnesson have since attributed to the Christian mythology's Jehovah, yet 
which have not been associated with 6oinn outside of Munchian interpretations25 • 
Mills' like depiction of Asatni material also consistently refers of the existence of 
'God-given destiny' 26, seemingly opting for a monotheistic stance, and ignoring the 
pluralist essence of fate in Teutonic cosmology27 • 
The other most interesting point about Mills' portrayal of OOinn is the emphasis 
that he places on the god's role as an archetypal father figure. While the role of the 
archetypal father is an important aspect of 6oinn's traditional persona, scholars do 
not usually deem it to be as dominant as Mills would seem to believe it to be. It is 
most likely that this is yet another manifestation of Mills' merging of Christian and 
Asatni theology, and it represents the dominance of the archetypal father role within 
the Christian God's persona. This position is further highlighted by the relatively 
obscure positions that Mills delegates to powerful Teutonic deities such as: Tyr, 
Heimdallr, Loki, Njoror, lEgir, Skaoi, Sif, Frigg, I>6rr, Freyr and Freyja. 
Notably, most modern efforts towards the re-establishment of the Asatni religion 
take a more traditional approach to the faith, and make serious efforts to avoid 
Christian overtones28 • However, Mills certainly presented an interesting blend of 
traditional European religion and Christianity. Interpretations and movements like 
this, both in religious thinking and in practice are of great interest, as they allow 
some of the processes of religious transmutation to be documented and more fully 
understood, providing research material that may in the future aid the development 
of a deeper understanding of the transmutational processes that took place during 
Europe's own conversion to Christianity. Finally, if we accept that the prominent 
English 6oinnist, D C G Stubba, was correct when making the following summary 
of the early development of Great Britain's most prominent modern Asatni 
organisation, the 6oinic Rite, the efforts of Mills to reawaken the spirit of 6oinn 
amongst the 'British race' can not be deemed to have been completely in vain: 
'The story of the 60inic Rite thus far has been of a slow but firm growth, with 
some major upsets, it is true; but these too are now part of our history. Each day 
that passes is part of our history, of course, and awareness of this should inspire 
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us all to contribute something of ourselves to the continuing saga of our holy 
religion' .29 
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